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a b s t r a c t 

The receptive fields of deep learning models determine the most significant regions of the input data for 

providing correct decisions. Up to now, the primary way to learn such receptive fields is to train the 

models upon masked data, which helps the networks to ignore any unwanted regions, but also has two 

major drawbacks: (1) it yields edge-sensitive decision processes; and (2) it augments considerably the 

computational cost of the inference phase. Having theses weaknesses in mind, this paper describes a 

solution for implicitly enhancing the inference of the networks’ receptive fields, by creating synthetic 

learning data composed of interchanged segments considered apriori important or irrelevant for the net- 

work decision. In practice, we use a segmentation module to distinguish between the foreground (im- 

portant) versus background (irrelevant) parts of each learning instance, and randomly swap segments 

between image pairs, while keeping the class label exclusively consistent with the label of the segments 

deemed important. This strategy typically drives the networks to interpret that the identity and clutter 

descriptions are not correlated. Moreover, the proposed solution has other interesting properties: (1) it 

is parameter-learning-free; (2) it fully preserves the label information; and (3) it is compatible with the 

data augmentation techniques typically used. In our empirical evaluation, we considered the person re- 

identification problem, and the well known RAP, Market1501 and MSMT-V2 datasets for two different 

settings ( upper-body and full-body ), having observed highly competitive results over the state-of-the-art. 

Under a reproducible research paradigm, both the code and the empirical evaluation protocol are avail- 

able at https://github.com/Ehsan- Yaghoubi/reid- strong- baseline . 

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Person re-identification (re-id) refers to the cross-camera re- 

rieval task, in which a query from a target subject is used to re-

rieve identities from a gallery set. This process is tied to many 

ifficulties, such as variations in human pose, illumination, par- 

ial occlusion, and cluttered background. The primary way to ad- 

ress these challenges is to provide large-scale labeled learning 

ata (which are not only hard to collect, but particularly costly 

o annotate) and expect that the deep model learns the critical 

arts of the input data autonomously. This strategy is supposed to 

ork for any problem, upon the existence of enough learning data, 

hich might correspond to millions of learning instances in hard 

roblems. 
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: Ehsan.yaghoubi@ubi.pt (E. Yaghoubi). 
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To skim the costly annotation step, various works propose to 

ugment the learning data using different techniques [1] . They ei- 

her use the available data to synthesize new images or generate 

ew images by sampling from the learned distribution. In both 

ases, the main objective is to increase the quantity of data, with- 

ut assisting the model in finding the input regions, so that of- 

en the networks find spurious patterns in the background regions 

hat –yet– are matched with the ground truth labels. This kind of 

echniques shows positive effects in several applications; for exam- 

le, Dvornik et al. [2] proposes an object detection model, in which 

he objects are cut out from their original background and pasted 

o other scenes (e.g., a plane is pasted between different sky im- 

ges). On the contrary, in the pedestrian attribute recognition and 

e-identification problems, the background clutter is known as a 

rimary obstacle to the reliability of the inferred models. 

Holistic CNN-based re-id models extract global features, regard- 

ess of any critical regions in the input data, and typically fail when 

he background covers most of the input. In particular, when deal- 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2021.01.035
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/patrec
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.patrec.2021.01.035&domain=pdf
https://github.com/Ehsan-Yaghoubi/reid-strong-baseline
mailto:Ehsan.yaghoubi@ubi.pt
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2021.01.035
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Fig. 1. The main challenge addressed in this paper: during the learning phase, if the 

model sees all samples of one ID in a single scene, the final feature representation 

of that subject might be entangled with spurious (background) features. By creating 

synthetic samples with multiple backgrounds, we implicitly guide the network to 

focus on the deemed important (foreground) features. 
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ng with limited amounts of learning data, three problems emerge: 

1) holistic methods may not find the foreground regions automati- 

ally; (2) part-based methods [3] , Li et al. [4] typically fail to detect 

he appropriate critical regions; and (3) attention-based models 

e.g., Xu et al. [5] and Zhao et al. [6] ) face difficulties in case that

ultiple persons appear in a single bounding box. As an attempt to 

educe the classification bias due to the background clutter (caused 

y inaccurate person detection or crowded scenes), Zheng et al. 

7] proposes an alignment method to refine the bounding boxes, 

hile [8] uses a local feature matching technique. As illustrated in 

ig. 1 , although the alignment-based re-id approaches reduce the 

mounts of clutter in the learning data, the networks still typically 

uffer from the remaining background features, particularly if some 

f the IDs always appear in the same scene (background). 

To address the above-described problems, this paper introduces 

 receptive field implicit definition method based on data augmen- 

ation that could be applied to the existing re-id methods as a 

omplementary step. The proposed solution is (1) mask-free for 

he test phase, i.e., it does not require any additional explicit seg- 

entation in test time; and (2) contributes to foreground-focused 

ecisions in the inference phase. The main idea is to generate syn- 

hetic data composed of interleaved segments from the original 

earning set, while using class information only from specific seg- 

ents. During the learning phase, the newly generated samples 

eed the network, keeping their label exclusively consistent with 

he identity from where the region-of-interest was cropped. Hence, 

s the model receives images of each identity with inconsistent 

nwanted areas (e.g., background), it naturally pays the most at- 

ention to the regions consistent with ground truth labels. We ob- 

erved that this pre-processing method is equivalent to only learn 

rom the effective receptive fields and ignore the destructive re- 

ions. During the test phase, samples are provided without any 

ask, and the network naturally disregards the detrimental infor- 

ation, which is the insight for the observed improvements in per- 

ormance. 

In particular, when compared to Inoue [9] and Zhong et al. [10] , 

his paper can be seen as a data augmentation technique with sev- 

ral singularities: (1) we not only enlarge the learning data but 

lso implicitly provide the inference model with an attentional 

ecision-making skill, contributing to ignore irrelevant image fea- 

ures during the test phase; (2) we generate highly representative 
24 
amples, making it possible to use our solution along with other 

ata augmentation methods; and (3) our solution allows the on- 

he-fly data generation, which makes it efficient and easy to be 

mplemented beside the common data augmentation techniques. 

ur evaluation results point for consistent improvements in per- 

ormance when using our solution over the state-of-the-art person 

e-id method. 

. Related work 

.1. Data augmentation 

Data augmentation targets the root cause of the over-fitting 

roblem by generating new data samples and preserving their 

round truth labels. Geometrical transformation (scaling, rotations, 

ipping, etc.), color alteration (contrast, brightness, hue), image ma- 

ipulation (random erasing [10] , kernel filters, image mixing [9] ), 

nd deep learning approaches (neural style transfer, generative ad- 

ersarial networks) [1] are the common augmentation techniques. 

Recently, various methods have been proposed for image syn- 

hesizing and data augmentation [1] . For example, Inoue [9] gener- 

tes n 2 samples from an n -sized dataset by using a sample pair- 

ng method, in which a random couple of images are overlaid 

ased on the average intensity values of their pixels. Zhong et al. 

10] presents a random erasing data augmentation strategy that in- 

ates the learning data by randomly selecting rectangular regions 

nd changing their pixels values. As an attempt to robustify the 

odel against occlusions, increasing the volume of the learning 

ata turned the concept of random erasing into a popular data 

ugmentation technique. Dvornik et al. [2] addressed the problem 

f object detection, in which the background has helpful features 

or detecting the objects; therefore, authors developed a context- 

stimator network that places the instances (i.e., cut out objects) 

ith meaningful sizes on the relevant backgrounds. 

.2. Person re-ID 

. In general, early person re-id works studied either the de- 

criptors to extract more robust feature representations or metric- 

ased methods to handle the distance between the inter-class and 

ntra-class samples [11] . However, recent re-id studies are mostly 

ased on deep learning neural networks that can be classified 

nto three branches [12] : Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), 

NN-Recurrent neural network, and Generative Adversarial Net- 

ork (GAN). 

Among the CNN and CNN-RNN methods, those based on at- 

ention mechanisms follow a similar objective to what we pur- 

ue in this paper; i.e., they ignore background features by develop- 

ng attention modules in the backbone feature extractor. Attention 

echanism may be developed for either single-shot or multi-shot 

video) [13] , Zhang et al. [14] , Cheng et al. [15] scenarios, both of

hem aim to learn a distinctive feature representation that focuses 

n the critical regions of the data. To this end, Yang et al. [16] use

he body-joint coordinates to remove the extra background and di- 

ide the image into several horizontal pieces to be processed by 

eparate CNN branches. Xu et al. [5] and Zhao et al. [6] propose a

ody-part detector to re-identify the probe person with matching 

he bounding boxes of each body-part, while [17] uses the masked 

ut body-parts to ignore the background features in the match- 

ng process. In contrast to these works that explicitly implement 

he attentional process in the structure of the neural network [18] , 

e provide an attentional control ability based on receptive field 

ugmentation detailed in Section 3 . Therefore, in some terms, our 

ork is similar to the GAN-based re-id techniques, which usually 

im to either increase the quantity of the data [19] or present 

ovel poses of the existing identities [20] , Borgia et al. [21] or 
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Fig. 2. The proposed full-body attentional data augmentation (best viewed in color). Blue, orange, purple, and red denote the samples 1, 2, 3, and N, respectively. The pale- 

yellow, green, pink, and purple colors represent their cluttered (background) regions, which should be irrelevant for the inference process. Therefore, all the synthetic images 

labeled as 1 share the blue body region but have different backgrounds, which provides a strong cue for the network to disregard such segments from the decision process. 
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ransfer the camera style [22] , Wei et al. [23] . Although GAN-based 

orks present novel features for each individual, they generate 

ome destructive features that are originated from the new back- 

rounds. Furthermore, these works ignore to handle the problem 

f co-appearance of multiple identities in one shot. 

. Proposed method 

Fig. 2 provides an overview of the proposed image synthesis 

ethod, in this case, considering the full-body as the region of in- 

erest (ROI). We show the first synthesize subset, in which the new 

amples comprise of the ROI of the 1st sample and the background 

f the other samples. 

.1. Implicit definition of receptive rields 

As an intrinsic behavior of CNNs, in the learning phase, the net- 

ork extracts a set of essential features in accordance with the 

mage annotations. However, extracting relevant and compressed 

eatures is an ongoing challenge, especially when the background 

1 

hanges with person ID. Intuitively, when a person’s identity ap- 

ears with an identical background, some background features are 

ntangled with the useful foreground features and reduce the in- 

erence performance. However, if the network sees one person 

ith different backgrounds, it can automatically discriminate be- 

ween the relevant regions of the image and the ground truth la- 

els. Therefore, to help the inference model automatically distin- 

uish between the unwanted features and foreground features, in 

he learning phase , we repeatedly feed synthetically generated, fake 

mages to the network that has been composed of two compo- 

ents: (i) critical parts of the current input image that describe 

he ground truth labels (i.e., person’s identity), and we would like 

o have an attention on them, and (ii) parts of the other real sam- 

les that intuitively are uncorrelated with the current identity –i.e., 

ackground and possible body parts (if any) that we would like 

he network to ignore them. Thus, the model looks through each 

egion of interest, juxtaposed with different unwanted regions –of 

ll the images– enabling the network to learn where to look at in 

he image and ignores the parts that are changing arbitrarily and 

re not correlated with ground truth labels. Consequently, during 

he test phase, the model explores the region of interest and dis- 

ards the features of unwanted regions that have been trained for. 
1 The terms (unwanted region/region-of-interest), (undesired/desired) boundaries, 

background/foreground) areas , and (unwanted/wanted) areas refer to the data seg- 

ents that are deemed to be irrelevant/relevant to the ground truth label. For ex- 

mple, in a hair color recognition problem, the region-of-interest is the hair area, 

hich can be defined by a binary mask. 

g

m

m

b

t

b

25 
Formally, let I i represent the i th image in the learning set, l i its 

round truth label (ID) and M j the corresponding ground-truth bi- 

ary mask that discriminates between the foreground/background 

egions. As the available re-id datasets do not provide ground- 

ruth human body masks, we use the Mask R-CNN [24] to obtain 

uch masks (see Section 4 ). Considering that ROI . refers the region 

f interest and U R . the unwanted regions, the goal is to synthe- 

is the artificial sample S i ¬ j , using label l i : S i ¬ j (x, y ) = ROI i ∪ U R j ,

here ROI . = I . (x, y ) such that M . (x, y ) = 1 , U R . = I . (x, y ) such

hat M . (x, y ) = 0 , and (x, y ) are the coordinates of the pixels. 

Therefore, for an n -sized dataset, the maximum number of gen- 

rated images is equal to n 2 − n . However, to avoid losing the ex- 

ressiveness of the generated samples, we consider several con- 

traints. Hence, a combination of the common data transforma- 

ions (e.g., flipping, cropping, blurring) can be used along with our 

ethod. Obviously, since we utilize the ground truth masks, our 

echnique should be used in the first place, before any other aug- 

entation transformation, to avoid extra processing on the binary 

asks. 

.2. Synthetic image generation 

To ensure that the synthetically generated images have a natu- 

al aspect, we impose the following constraints: 

.2.1. Size and shape constraint 

Considering that human bodies are deformable objects of vary- 

ng size and alignment within the bounding boxes, any blind im- 

ge generation process will yield unrealistic results. Therefore, we 

dded a constraint that avoids combining images with significant 

ifferences in their aspect ratios of the ROIs to circumvent the un- 

ealistic stretching/shrinking of the replaced content in the gener- 

ted images. To this end, the ratio between the foreground areas 

efined by masks M j and M i should be more than the threshold 

 s (we considered T s = 0 . 8 in our experiments). Let A . be the area 

f the foreground region (i.e., mask M . ): A j = 

∑ w 

x =0 

∑ h 
y =0 M j (x, y ) , 

here w and h are the width and height of the image, respectively. 

This constraint translates to min ( A i , A j ) / max ( A i , A j ) > T s . 

oreover, to ensure the shape similarity, we calculate the 

ntersection over Union metric (IoU) for masks M i and M j : 

oU( M i , M j ) = ( M i ∩ M j ) / ( M i ∪ M j ) . 

For the IoU calculation, we ought to consider only the rectan- 

ular area around the masks (instead of the whole image area); 

oreover, when calculating the IoU, the size of the masks must 

atch, and in case of resizing the masks, the aspect ratios should 

e preserved. To fulfill these conditions, we find the contours in 

he binary masks using [25] and calculate the minimal up-right 

ounding rectangle of the masks. The width of the rectangular 
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Fig. 3. Examples of synthetic data generated for upper-body (center columns) and full-body (rightmost columns) receptive fields. The leftmost column shows the original 

images. Additional examples are provided at https://github.com/Ehsan- Yaghoubi/reid- strong- baseline . 
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asks in all images is set to a fixed size and, afterwards, we ap-

ly zero padding to the height of the smaller mask to match the 

izes. Finally, if the IoU( M i , M j ) is higher than a threshold T i , we

onsider those images for the merging process ( T i = 0 . 5 was used

n our experiments). 

.2.2. Smoothness constraint 

The transition between the source image and the replaced con- 

ent should be as smooth as possible to prevent from strong edges. 

ne challenge is that M i and the body silhouette of the j th per- 

on do not match perfectly. To overcome this issue, we enlarge the 

ask M j by using the morphological dilation operator with a 5 × 5 

ernel: M d = M j � K 5 ×5 . Next, to guarantee the continuity between 

he background and the newly added content, we use the image 

n-painting technique in Telea [26] to remove the undesired area 

rom the source image, as it has been dictated by the enlarged 

ask M d . 

.2.3. Viewpoint constraint 

The proposed method can be used for focusing on a specific 

egion of the body. For example, supposing that the upper-body 

hould be considered the RoI, the generated images will be com- 

osed of the 1st sample’s upper-body and the remaining segments 

background and lower-body regions) of the other images, while 

eeping the label of the 1st sample. When defining the receptive 

elds of specific regions (e.g., upper body in Fig. 3 ), it is important

o generate high representative samples. Hence, we consider the 

ody poses of samples and only combine images with the same 

iewpoint annotations causing to prevent from generating images 

omposed of the anterior upper-body of the i th person and poste- 

ior lower-body (and background) of the j th person. One can ap- 

ly Alphapose [27] to any pedestrian dataset to estimate the body 

oses and then, uses a clustering method such as [28] , MacQueen 

t al. [29] , Sculley [30] , or Ng et al. [31] to create clusters of poses

s the viewpoint label. 

The detailed information for the two experiments carried out is 

iven in Section 5.3 . Fig. 3 shows some examples generated by our 

echnique, providing attention to the upper-body or full-body re- 

ion. When defining the CNN’s receptive fields on the upper-body 

egion, fake samples are different in the human lower body and 

he environment, while they resemble each other in the person’s 

pper body and identity label. By selecting the full-body as the 

OI, the generated images will be composed of similar body sil- 

ouettes with different surroundings. 
26 
. Implementation details 

As the settings and configurations on all the datasets are iden- 

ical, in the following we only mention the details for the RAP 

ataset. We based our method on the baseline [32] and selected 

imilar model architecture, parameter settings, and optimizer. In 

his baseline, authors resized images on-the-fly into 128 × 128 pix- 

ls. As the RAP images vary in resolution (from 33 × 81 to 415 ×
83 ), to avoid any data deformation, we first mapped the images 

o a squared shape, using a replication technique, in which the row 

r column at the very edge of the original image is replicated to 

he extra border of the image. 

The RAP dataset does not provide human body segmentation 

nnotations. To generate the segmentation masks, we first fed the 

mages to Mask-R-CNN model [24] (using its default parameter 

ettings described in https://github.com/matterport/Mask _ RCNN ). 

ext, as described in Section 3.2 , we generated the synthetic im- 

ges. 

To provide the train and test splits for our model, we followed 

he instructions of the dataset publishers in Wei et al. [23] , Li 

t al. [33] , Zheng et al. [34] . Furthermore, following the configu- 

ations suggested in Luo et al. [32] , we used the state-of-the-art 

ricks such as warm-up learning rate [35] , random erasing data 

ugmentation [10] , label smoothing [36] , last stride [37] , and BN- 

eck [32] , alongside the conventional data augmentation transfor- 

ations (i.e., random horizontal flip, random crop, and 10-pixel- 

adding and original-size-crop). 

. Experiments and discussion 

We evaluate the proposed method under two settings: (1) by 

efining the upper-body receptive fields, assuming that most of the 

dentity information lies in upper body. In this setting, we gener- 

te the synthetic data by modifying the lower-body parts of the 

ubject images. This setting requires both segmentation masks and 

iewpoint annotations, as the perspective/viewpoint of the upper- 

ody region should be consistent with the perspective of the lower 

ody. In practice, this strategy assures that we do not combine a 

ront-view upper body with a rear-view lower body. (2) by defin- 

ng the full-body receptive fields, in which the attention of the net- 

ork is “oriented” towards the entire body. The notion of view- 

oint does not apply here, since the method can be seen as a sim- 

le background swapping process, where the person is placed in a 

ifferent environment. In our experiments, we evaluate our model 

https://github.com/Ehsan-Yaghoubi/reid-strong-baseline
https://github.com/matterport/Mask_RCNN
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n the earlier setting and RAP dataset for two modes: (a) when 

uman-based annotations are available for four viewpoints, and (b) 

hen the subjects’ viewpoint is inferred using a clustering method. 

urthermore, we tested our method with the later setting over the 

AP, Market1501, and MSMT17 datasets. 

.1. Datasets 

The Richly Annotated Pedestrian (RAP) benchmark [33] is one of 

he largest well-known pedestrian dataset composing of around 

5,0 0 0 samples, from which 41,585 images have been selected 

anually for identity annotation. The RAP re-id set includes 26,638 

mages of 2589 identities and 14,947 samples as distractors that 

ave been collected from 23 cameras in a shopping mall. The 

rovided human bounding boxes have different resolutions rang- 

ng from 33 × 81 to 415 × 583 . In addition to human attributes, 

he RAP dataset is annotated for camera angle, body-part posi- 

ion, and occlusions. The MSMT17-V2 re-id dataset [23] consists 

f 4101 identities captured with 15 cameras in outdoor and in- 

oor environment. The total number of person bounding boxes are 

26,441 which have been detected using Faster RCNN [38] . The 

arket1501 dataset [34] used the Deformable Part Model (DPM) 

etector [39] to extract 32,668 person bounding boxes from 1105 

dentities using 6 cameras in outdoor scenes. The Market1501 

ataset images were normalized to 128 × 64 pixel resolution. 

.2. Baseline 

A recent work by Facebook AI [40] mentions that upgrading fac- 

ors such as the learning method (e.g., Roth et al. [41] , Kim et al.

42] ), network architecture (e.g., ResNet, GoogleNet, BN-Inception), 

oss function (e.g., embedding losses [43] , Wang et al. [44] and 

lassification losses [45] , Qian et al. [46] ), and parameter settings 

ay improve the performance of an algorithm, leading to unfair 

omparison. This way, to be certain that the proposed solution 

ctually contributes to performance improvement, our empirical 

ramework was carefully designed in order to keep constant as 

any factors as possible with a recent re-id baseline [32] This 

aseline has advanced the state-of-the-art performance with re- 

pect to several techniques such as Kalayeh et al. [47] , Zhong et al.

48] , and Li et al. [49] . In summary, it is a holistic deep learning-

ased framework that uses a bag of tricks that are known to be 

articularly effective for the person re-id problem. Authors employ 

he ResNet-50 model as the backbone feature extractor 

.3. Re-ID results 

.3.1. Experiments on the RAP dataset 

As stated before, the proposed method with the upper-body 

etting requires viewpoint labels; however, not all pedestrian 

atasets provide this ground truth information. As annotating a 

arge dataset with this information would be extremely time con- 

uming, we suggested that state of the art pose detectors are used 

o automatically infer the subjects viewpoint. To test this hypoth- 

sis, we have chosen the RAP dataset since it includes manual 

nnotations for the samples viewpoint. Hence, we evaluated our 

pper-body-based model for two different modes: (1) by consid- 

ring the human-based viewpoint annotations; and (2) by using 

lphapose followed by a clustering method (Balanced Iterative Re- 

ucing and Clustering using Hierarchies [28] ) to automatically esti- 

ate human poses. In the latter case, we used Alphapose with its 

efault settings to extract the body key-points of all the persons 

n the dataset; next, we applied the BIRCH clustering method and 

reated 8 clusters of body poses. Finally, to swap the unwanted re- 

ions in the original image with another sample, the candidate im- 

ge is selected from the same cluster where the original image is 
27 
ocated. In both modes, the network configuration and the hyper- 

arameters were exactly the same. 

Table 1 provides the overall performances based on the mean 

verage Precision (mAP) metric and Cumulative Match Character- 

stic (CMC) for ranks 1, 5, and 10, denoting the possibility of re- 

rieving at least one true positive in the top-1, 5, and 10 ranks. We 

valuated the proposed method using two sampling methods and 

bserved a slight improvement in the performance of both meth- 

ds when using the triplet-softmax over softmax sampler. As pre- 

iously mentioned, our method could be treated as an augmen- 

ation method that requires a paired-process (i.e., exchanging the 

oreground and background of each pair of images), imposing a 

omputational cost only to the learning phase . Moreover, due to in- 

reasing the learning samples from n to less than n 2 , the network 

eeds more time and the number of epochs to converge. There- 

ore, learning our method (using triplet-softmax sampler) for 280 

pochs lasted around 20 h with loss value 1.3, while the baseline 

ethod completed 20 0 0 epochs after 37 h of learning with loss 

alue 1.0. 

The experimental results of upper-body setting are given in 

ows 2 and 3 of Table 1 , pointing for an optimal performance, 

hen we use 8 cluster of poses instead of the ground truth view- 

oint labels; therefore, our method could be used in conjunction 

ith viewpoint estimation models to boost the performance, with- 

ut requiring viewpoint annotations. 

Comparison of the first and second rows of Table 1 shows 

hat our technique with an attention on the human upper-body 

chieves competitive results, such that retrieval accuracy in rank 1 

s 0 . 3% better than the baseline. However, in higher ranks and mAP 

etrics, the baseline has better performance. 

The fourth row of Table 1 provides the performance of the pro- 

osed method with an attention on the human full-body and –not 

urprisingly– indicates that concentration on the full-body (rather 

han upper-body) yields more useful features for short-time person 

e-id. However, comparing four rows of the result table together, 

e could perceive how much is the lower-body important –as a 

ody-part with most background region? For example, when using 

ull-body region (over the upper-body) with triplet-softmax sam- 

ler, the rank 1 accuracy improves from 66.8 to 69.0 (i.e., 2 . 2% im-

rovement), while the accuracy difference of rank 1 between the 

olistic baseline and full-body method is 2 . 9% , indicating that 2.2 

f our improvement (in rank 1) over the baseline is because of at- 

ention on the lower-body and the rest ( 0 . 7% ) is due to focusing on

he upper-body. 

During the learning phase, each synthesized sample is gen- 

rated with a probability between [0 , 1] , with 0 meaning that 

o changes will be done in the dataset (i.e., we use the origi- 

al samples) and 1 indicates that all samples will be transformed 

augmented). We studied the effectiveness of our method for dif- 

erent probabilities (from 0.1 to 0.9) and gave the obtained re- 

ults in Table 2 . Overall, the optimal performance of the pro- 

osed technique is attained when the augmentation probability 

ies in the [ 0 . 3 , 0 . 5 ] interval. This leads us to conclude that such

ntermediate probabilities of augmentation keep the discriminat- 

ng information of the original data while also guarantee the 

ransformation of enough data for yielding an effective attention 

echanism. 

.3.2. Experiments on the Market1501 dataset 

Table 3 compares the performance of our method with re- 

pect to several state-of-the-art techniques on the Market1501 set 

34] , and supports the superiority of our method, with 0.4 of rank 

 accuracy over [50] and 1.1 of mAP over [51] . Additionally, we 

ost-processed our results on the Market1501 using the re-ranking 

ethod proposed by Zhong et al. [52] . Zhong et al. [52] post- 

rocesses the global features of the gallery set and the probe per- 
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Table 1 

Results comparison between the baseline (top row) and our solutions for defining receptive fields, particularly tuned for the upper body and full body , on the RAP bench- 

mark. mAP and Ranks 1, 5, and 10 are given, for the softmax and triplet-softmax samplers. The best results per performance measure appear in bold. 

Softmax sampler Triplet-softmax sampler 

Model rank = 1 rank = 5 rank = 10 mAP rank = 1 rank = 5 rank = 10 mAP 

Luo et al. [32] ∗ 64.1 81.5 86.8 45.8 66.1 81.9 86.3 45.9 

Ours (setting 1, mode 1: upper body with viewpoint annotations) 64.4 80.5 85.6 42.5 66.5 81.5 86.0 43.0 

Ours (setting 1, mode 2: upper body without viewpoint annotations) 65.1 81.4 86.2 43.3 66.8 82.0 86.5 43.8 

Ours (setting 2: full body) 65.7 82.2 87.2 45.0 69.0 83.6 88.1 46.3 

∗The best possible results occurred for triplet-softmax sampler in epoch 1120. The other models were trained for 280 epochs which lasted around 20 h. 

Table 2 

Results of the proposed receptive field definer solution for upper-body and full- 

body models. Bold and underline styles denote the best and runner-up results. “Aug. 

Prob.” stands for augmentation probability . 

Model Aug. Prob. Rank 1 Rank 5 Rank 10 Rank 50 mAP 

Upper-body 0.1 53.4 72.3 78.9 90.6 34.8 

0.3 63.1 79.8 84.8 93.2 41.1 

0.5 64.4 80.5 85.6 92.7 42.5 

0.7 62.1 78.3 83.0 91.6 37.7 

0.9 59.0 75.3 80.6 90.2 34.8 

Full-body 0.3 69.0 83.6 88.1 94.8 46.3 

0.5 68.0 82.6 87.0 94.3 44.6 

Table 3 

Results comparison on the Market1501 benchmark. The top two 

results are given in bold . 

Model Rank 1 Rank 5 Rank 10 mAP 

Zeng et al. [53] 88.5 – – 71.5 

Chang et al. [54] 84.7 94.2 96.6 64.7 

Ge et al. [55] 90.5 – – 77.7 

Wang et al. [56] 91.3 – – 76.0 

Yuan et al. [57] 91.4 96.6 97.7 76.7 

Zhou et al. [51] 91.5 96.8 97.3 85.4 

Chang et al. [58] 92.1 96.5 98.6 81.9 

Jiang et al. [59] 92.3 – – 78.2 

Liu et al. [60] 93.3 – – 76.8 

Zhang et al. [61] 93.3 97.5 98.4 81.3 

Tang et al. [62] 93.4 97.6 98.5 82.2 

Chen et al. [63] 93.9 – – 84.5 

Khatun et al. [50] 94.7 95.7 98.5 –

Ours 95.1 98.2 99.0 86.5 

Ours + re-ranking 95.8 98.0 98.5 94.3 

Table 4 

Results comparison on the MSMT17 benchmark. The best re- 

sults are given in bold . 

Model Rank 1 Rank 5 Rank 10 mAP 

Ye et al. [64] 68.3 – – 49.3 

Jiang et al. [59] 68.8 – – 41.0 

Yuan et al. [57] 69.4 81.5 85.6 39.2 

Ours 71.7 83.6 87.4 45.9 
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on. This method indicates that the k-reciprocal nearest neighbors 

o the probe image should have more priorities in the ranking list. 

sing this technique with settings k 1 = 20 , k 2 = 6 , and λ = 0 . 3 ,

he rank 1 and mAP results were improved from 95.1 and 86.5 to 

5.8 and 94.3, respectively. 

.3.3. Experiments on the MSMT17-V2 dataset 

The empirical results over the MSMT17-v2 benchmark [23] are 

iven in Table 4 . Results show that the proposed method advances 

he state-of-the-art methods in ranks 1, 5, and 10 by more than 2 

ercent, while - based on the mAP metric - our method ( 45 . 9% )

anks second best, after [64] . 
28 
. Conclusions 

CNNs are known to be able to autonomously find the critical 

egions of the input data and discriminate between foreground- 

ackground regions. However, to accomplish such a challenging 

oal, they demand large volumes of learning data, which can be 

ard to collect and particularly costly to annotate, in case of su- 

ervised learning problems. In this paper, we described a solution 

ased on data segmentation and swapping, that interchanges seg- 

ents apriori deemed to be important or irrelevant for the net- 

ork responses. The proposed method can be seen as a data aug- 

entation solution that implicitly empowers the network to im- 

rove its receptive fields inference skill . In practice, during the learn- 

ng phase, we provide the network with an attentional mechanism 

erived from prior information (i.e., annotations and body masks), 

hat determines not only the critical regions of the input data but 

lso provides important cues about any useless input segments 

hat should be disregarded from the decision process. Finally, it is 

mportant to stress that, in test time, samples are provided without 

ny segmentation mask, which lowers the computational burden 

ith respect to previously proposed explicit attention mechanisms. 

s a proof-of-concept, our experiments were carried out in the 

ighly challenging pedestrian re-identification problem, and the re- 

ults show that our approach –as a complementary data augmen- 

ation technique– could contribute to significant improvements in 

he performance of the state-of-the-art. 
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